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JUMPSTART – Print color rendering of TSA Dragster.

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: (Write in your spiral ring notebook)

Dreamweaver:  For Fixed and Flexible Page Sizing Dreamweaver provides which optional layouts: (choose two)
a) Fixed layout sets values in pixels for any columns and the overall width and is centered in the browser 
window.
b) Liquid Layout sets the values for using percentages for vertical percentages for columns heights.
c) Liquid layout sets the values using percentages for any columns and the overall width, and the percentage is
determined by the user’s browser window. 
d) Fixed layout sets values in pixels for any columns and the overall height and is centered in the browser 
window.

SolidWorks: In Assemblies, what are fixed and floating assemblies? 

Illustrator:  What is the Shape Builder tool and how does it work? See video: http://tv.adobe.com/watch/learn-
illustrator-cs5/creating-complex-art-with-the-shape-builder-tool-/

PROJECT WORK: (Weekly Grade = in Focus called WK16 GRADE)  Print out this page

Points 
Earned

Total Points Grade Components

35 Show first template for web site

25 Submit TSA Block for cnc milling

40 Demonstrate building index.html page with TSA Dragster Image (1024 
768) & using first template

Points 
Earned

Total Points Grade Components

Notes:

Project Supplies:

ξ

$5.00 for CO2 Dragster Block, filler primer, paint supplies (acetone and some basic enamel colors), 
bushing material, axles, eye hooks, CO2 cartridges and latex gloves.  IF allergic to latex.  Lawn and 
garden gloves will be available.  Students are designing and building a custom dragster for competition.

ξ

$3.00 for processed Poplar Maple, Cherry, or Oak hardwood (Student choice or what is available) for 
nameplate project.

OPTIONAL BONUS POINTS:

ξ

5 points for three aluminum cans (Needed for paintings of dragsters)

ξ

5 Points for 2 hours after school mfg, work building hardwood (cherry, maple, poplar) parts for name plate

ξ

5 Point for working on Shop improvements for 2 hours after school.

ξ

5 Points for masking tape

ξ

10 Points for glazing putty.

ξ

10 Points for Paper Towels
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